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PypeServer STEP File Importer Overview 
 
PypeServer’s STEP file importer allows you to seamlessly import 3D models from any CAD 
program that can export STEP files. This includes Revit, FAB MEP, SysQue, SolidWorks, 
CADWorx, COMPRESS, Tekla, most AutoDesk products, and others.  

Version 2.0 of our STEP importer intelligently handles even the most complex parts, makes it 
easy to import large numbers of files, and lets you visualize the entire spool during the import 
process so individual parts can be selected, inspected, and modified as desired. 
 

From 3D Shapes to Parametric Cuts 
Standard cuts are automatically parameterized during import, making it easy for machine 
operators to adjust root-gaps, bevel angles, bevel limits, Olet hole sizes, and feed rates. Further, 
PypeServer automatically adjusts part geometry for the actual measured pipe thickness rather 
than the nominal thickness specified in CAD, producing parts that fit better and weld up with 
less grinding and filling. 
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Custom Cut Shapes, Revision Tracking, and Links to Models 
PypeServer's STP Importer isn't limited to standard cuts, most any cut shape you create in CAD 
can be imported. Just like standard shapes, if a custom cut shape changes, PypeServer can 
easily re-import the file while keeping track of each revision. 

Once the part is cut, PypeServer can print labels with QR codes that link welders and in-field 
installers to the imported models and drawings to facilitate downstream production and 
assembly. 
 

How to Order 
Simply contact PypeServer at (425) 333-7736 or sales@pypeserver.com and let us know you 
want to add STP file importing to your PypeServer Enterprise installation. No site visit is 
necessary, just give us temporary network access to your PypeServer computer and we can 
install the software and license remotely. If you already have our STP importer, we'll upgrade 
you for free.  
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